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Cause Pain
 
I cause pain
and never know what to do
I cause sorrow
every time I try to help you
I'm the worse person you can talk to
I just make people want to spew
I never know why I have friends
I'm never good enough for them
The people I know could do better
even the none existent people that i desire.
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Confused
 
your all confused
your brain is scrambled
you don't know what to think
you don't know whats right from wrong
you don't understand anything
you just wished you understood
all these feelings your having
you never know what to feel
you think one thing then feel another
you never know whats going on
wishing you just understood
wishing you could get everything right
but then there's no thrill
then every things just boring
you'll never get any where if you weren't confused
life would be pointless if you always knew whats right
the thrill of never knowing
or what you feel would never be there
so no matter what you think or feel just go with it
and feel the thrill of what you have
cause your never going get out
your always going to feel that way
so just deal
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Confused Thoughts
 
Keep something close
and watch it get ripped away
Put up a front
Falling apart
 
people that hate me
and try to keep me
trying to be good
thinking positive
 
Things bad could happen
feelings coming down
but never know when I'll break
When I'll fall to the end
 
yet I hear his voice
as it calms my heart
but that's gone
I'll fall apart
 
so wat will help me
when he's been taken
wat will calm me
when he can't call me
 
Now when he is
put behind bars
how will I take it
how can i handle it
 
This tells that
I do love him
and yet I can't have him
is this a sign
 
is this early
is it trying to tell me
that I'm not ready
that it's not suppose to be
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can it be that
I'm not suppose to be
with the one I love
The one that's true
 
The one I want to go through
even if it's not true
I just wanna him to be
forever close to me
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Copper Wish
 
Our hearts beat fast
Feeling the rush
Of the blood pulsing through
With a slight of breath
Your feeling the heat
By a gently touch
Of sinking teeth
Start breathing heavy
Causing burning marks
By digging nails
Tarring skin
Body filled with red scares
The deep touch pulling across
Ripping seems through sharp bites
Dripping lust
Of a ruby gold
Followed by a passionate kiss
of a copper wish
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Envey
 
I envy you
For you see
Your the only one that controls me
You are the one that makes me confused
You are the one that makes it so my mind can't choose
Your the only one that I question about
Your the only one that I've thought about this for so long
Trying to choose on whats going on
Don't try to tell me it's cause I can't figure you out
When all it is
Is my emotions that keep wondering about
While I lay here pondering
About whither I may like you
I'm slowly rotting waiting it through
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Fears
 
The fears
That bring tears
The fears
Of that taken away
To never be seen
The thought of second best
To leave, to never rest
The want to stay with
To never watch them go
Yet will to follow their wants and needs
What makes them feel the best
You know
That you're seen
But can't help but think
That you're going to be put behind the scenes
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For My Friend
 
I couldn't go through life knowing my friend was in vain
I know that she caused pain
but shes my best friend in the world
so i look around
with my head in a whirl
and think to myself
I do not die for pleasure
i do not die from pressure
i do not die for sorrow
i do not die from pain from others
i would never die to cause pain
I die for my best friend
i die for a friendship that was pure
I die for a friend this is true
Cause there is no life to be living through
so to you i say think of it this way
I was going to die anyway
I'm just  ending it a little sooner
Just think of it as me being away
and is going to be back as another
Just on a different day
Always remember this too
I'm not doing this because of you
I'm doing this for my friend
so she doesn't die alone or in a sin
so she doesn't die in pain of being in vain
This is what I'm dieing for
here's another way to see
so you can leave it be
Life is already hell
I'm just releasing my self from the cell
I'm freeing all this pain
so there's nothing left to contain
plus I'm happier this way
I'm happy not being afraid
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Friends To Foes
 
I try my hardest two be a good friend
but it never ends up that way in the end
I don't understand I'm trying so hard
We end up fighting and typing so hard
Till our fingures are bleeding They'll never let it go
We'll end up being greater foes
We'll talk big words
and threaten eachother
We'll make it so we can't even stand seeing one other
Life will go on and it'll happen again
not speaking to these people
hating them till the end
 
 
Plz don't end up as one of those friends
hating eachother
never speaking again
If it's ment to end
then at least let it fade
fade away as the friend I never hated
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I Slit My Wrist
 
I slit my wrist
and watch the blood drip down
as it carry's away the pain
And as I fall to the ground
I think about the pain that's being drained
As I slip into a restless sleep
I think about what i did this week
As i think i start to cry
For I feel sorrow
For the rejection and the fear of tomorrow
I rise awake to grab a knife
then slice away
doing so again and again
till it all bleeds away
I look at the knife
And the blood spilled on the floor
And wonders 'why does it poor? '
I start to feel relief
for only a brief
of time shall I be awake
I start to slip away
Happy that I've paid
It all goes black
for i am gone
For i am finally happy
after all along
it's almost like a song
The pain is finally gone
I know that I dealt with the pain in the worst way
but it made me feel better
It was the only way
i could pay
for the pain I caused and the pain that was dealt
plus it doesn't matter
I feel a lot better
I'm sorry for you please don't be sad
its not like you did it you never made me mad
oh please I ask think of it this way
I'll probably be back another day
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carry on what has happened today
for people to know that things may end up this way
but also for people to understand
the way I think and the way I stand
people probably wont get it
they will probably say it was stupid and wont admit it
but they are the ones that never see
they are the ones that never let me be
they are mostly the ones that did this to me
they mocked they teased
and they were never pleased
That's why i feared the next day
because people never liked me my way
they hated me because I was different
they hated me because I wasn't perfect
that's why I did it
that's why I cried and made a slit
that's why I cut so much
because I was crushed
because i was rejected
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If I Died
 
If I died right now no one would know
no one would see the thing that use to be me
no one would care at all
you see the thing that use to be there isn't there at all
For you see if I died here alone
no one would moron or even have sadness in their tone
no one would care
no one would see
no one would even shed a tear in irony
cause there's nothing more for me
there's nothing left behind
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Misbelief
 
We all hope
we all pray
when someones sick
then we all pray that it goes away
but some times it sticks
some time it takes a life away
when that happens I always think
whats the use of praying to someone who never helps
someone unreal that lets the good sink
if he's real then he's left a bad impression on me it's like he only likes himself
the last straw he's lost my belief
he took someone dear to my friend
after she gave him so much hope
so now i think that there's misbelief
in the one that's suppose to save us all but instead he sleeps
I can't believe how people pray and say he is real
as I listen to them I always keep my lips sealed
but I always think how can you believe in something that's never been revealed
I always think how can you believe in something that never helped out
he just leaves you there to pout
to bawl your eyes out
it's really sad how some suppose of god
can just sit back and watch you go through this pain and not be phased at all
it makes me wonder how he can let so many people go young
it took years to gain my belief
yet it took a matter of seconds to lose it all
to me he is not real
or just a big jerk keeping his lips sealed
while people try to stay healed
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My Friend
 
She was my bestfriend
and she wanted me dead
and like an idiot
I went with it
cause she is the one I'd die for
she's the only one thats heard my heart pour
we went through a lot
and for that I have a plot
I love her like my own sister
and for that I could never be pissed at her
she's the only one I believe
she's the only one that can make me relieved......
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Pain
 
The pain I feel
Keeps me sealed
For nothings real
For that I could be killed
The pain I feel
Shall be revealed
But not till
It is seeked
Till then I shall contain
Till then I will keep it with in
Hiden inside
Hiden with nothing no one by my side
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Pushed And Pulled
 
I get pushed and pulled, hit and hugged
in every way no matter what I do I either get in trouble or straighten it out it's so
confusing so stressful I'm out of my mind
I laugh everyday and I have a good time
but on other side I'm being ripped away.
I can't handle it
but no matter what I do I'm always in it
I can't stand I can't walk away
I'm stuck in the middle with nothing to do but I have to live
I can't survive I'll try my best and I'll try to live through this
There's going to be my ups and downs
There's going to be my depression my sorrow and my happy days
and every time everyday I'm being ripped away
I'm not five people I'm only one
stuck in something that I can't get away from
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Stars And Dreams
 
I watch the stars as days go by
I see the way they seem to fly
How can I make you see
How can I take you by the wing
So you will see the things I dream
Instead your seeing the feelings as they die
While we're watching the stars as if they cry
Knowing the feelings that have gone past
Missing the feelings that have always last
Seeing them calling like their dreams
Your watching them leave
As I'm seeing them rise to the scene
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Suicide Lover
 
I love him more than others
I miss him cause he was my lover
life will never be the same
and I'll always live with the shame
Of knowing that we didn't die together
to catch you up to date
I'll tell you whats the bother
He had to move away
we weren't allowed to see each other
we were for bidden lovers
So i am dieing
cause there is no life worth living
If it's not living with him
I die to forget the pain of never being together
and as far as i know he's dieing so i will not die alone
Now i know what your going to say
That I'm foolish and this isn't the way
but I say to you wouldn't you do the same
If you could never hold or be held by the one that's meant to be
If you could never kiss the one that you always kissed with meaning
To lose your love is to lose your life that use to have mean
I'll say with my last breath
with my last dropp of life
'I had loved I have held but it was forbidden so now I have been killed'
to my love I shall be forever with in,
Suicide lover
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Tears Fall Down
 
The tears fall down
As the heart beats fast
The feeling of touch
Makes feelings flow past
So many, it's hard to find a breath
So much, It's hard to find ground
Your wishing time would freeze
Cuz your loosing touch with every scene
As your feeling every breeze
You start wishing it could all disappear
Yet it's all there
As time goes by
Your getting yourself lost
While it all slips away
With every little day
It's filling your eye's
With feelings that happen
When you can't let go
The tears fall down
When your wanting everything to show
Cuz you don't want to go round
To see nothing, not even a glow
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That Little Town
 
I think about the dreams
And I wish that they were real
Imagining all those happy faces
Seeing things in better places
Instead things are going fast
With not a time to see
The ways you really feel
Mixing with the ways you think
Which way is right
Which way is true
Can you see the way right through
Can you see the feelings hiding
Or has it all just been confusing
Getting pushed towards an answer
Then believing that it's always been there
Making pathetic attempts
From a failing heart
Your wondering minds
And all the curious thoughts
Ending up in the same direction
Wishing things to just slow down
Like the dream of that beautiful town
Can you really find a place
Where you know your moods
And always know what you chase
Where you hear the tunes
And know which way through
The things you think were always there
And the things you feel
Were the way you were going all along
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The Things U Know
 
Find the one
Get real close
Feel the touch
That everyone knows
 
Find you love them
Make the plans
Feel it's perfect
The way everything lands
 
Then all of the sudden
Its ripped away
Torn apart
Till another day
 
See the hope
Find the ways
Make a paths
Through the scattered haze
 
Starts to wonder
Why again
When everything is good
Everything ends
 
You start thinking, start sorting
About the things that were said
The promises made
That you hope not to end
 
They say it's ok
They say they'll never go
But you always know
The truth that seems to show
 
Hearing it over
The sweet words said
How you fix everything
How you helped in the end
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As it goes over
You start to see
The things you were enough for
The things you could save
 
Because of the fact you were there
Just the fact u were alive, you were here
Seemed to heal anything
To stop any bad vibes
 
Yet that seems to be then
That seemed to fade
No matter the hope
It seems not to hide
 
The fact that you aren't
Enough anymore
The fact that you
Tried so hard
 
Doesn't shine through
It's not heard
Cause feelings don't matter
Cause being a reason
 
Doesn't meaning a thing anymore
Not being able to touch them
Starts making the fear grow
Because now you know
 
Your No Longer Their Show
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These Walls
 
I like it in here
cause there is no fear
no matter how hard people try
they wont make me cry
these walls take it away
cause there's no reason to pay
Like there is no pain
the walls will always contain
the sorrow i feel
like life isn't real
it all disappears and makes me feel spared
like someone really cared
I know people don't because they can never hear
my yells and screams of disappear
but some how these walls fill that void
these wall I enjoyed
I'll shall be back to them
because i have much pain and sin
so right for now i shall desire them
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Time
 
Wondering minds
Soaring passed
Being kind
Thinking fast
 
Acting out
to things untold
Trying to shout
To keep from seeming cold
 
Never getting
The things unsaid
Always sitting
Wishing it could  be read
 
Getting lost
looking to be impossible
searching for the cost
To make it all possible
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Trying
 
Trying to help
Make you see
What has rised
From your fallen dream
Hearing you crying
And wanting an out
You think you fake
A thing you doubt
Seeing nothing
Like your own little drought
These are the hardest of all times
Yet these are the times you see the most
The things you believe
Made more complicated by the host
Then in the end
Your just fighting for something
Trying so hard
Thinking your dream will leave
Because your mind makes them look so clear
But they might disappear
It's a tragic time
Taring many apart
But leaving a time that can't be lost
Leaving memories that can't be tossed
Your dreams may be miss placed
But your wishes will find something better to chase
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U Tell Me Things
 
you tell me shit thats never true
you tell shit even though it's through
you tell me shit that i never want to know
i never care about the shit that you always want me to know
I never really cared what you said  to me
I never really cared if people said anything
I usual just ignore all the things around
I usual just listen to my heart of sound
People try to tell me all these things that are unheard
people tell me they understand everything
but all i hear come out of their mouth is what they believe
people always tell me how they think and what they know
instead of tellin them i really don't care
Something in me just shuts up and listen anyways
I never know why i do it or why I'm even there
I never know why i do any thing
I wonder why I'm not spared
Now all i hear in my ear is this ring
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Undesired
 
I'll never know what it's like to get my crush
I'll never know what it's like to get who i want
I am the unwanted one
The one ppl least desire
I'm the one people would never choose to be
I always crush on the untouchable
I always want the ones that never want me back
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Watch
 
watch the way
you fade to me
with every scene
I see the way you seem
with every move
you take from everything
seeing you everyday
watching you fade away
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Who I Am
 
I'm invisiable, to one
I'm abused, by another
I'm forgoten, by the last
I'm not worth the money, to save
I'm not worth it at all
I hear other people say they love me
I hear them all call me cute and hott
but I never believe them
I never listen to their crap
I am weak
I have no guts
I'll be alone forever
stuck in a box, with my curse
stuck in a box,  being really hurt
I'm a failure
I am unwanted
I'm just another person that needs a little work
I'm another face in the crowd
I'm just a little more fucked up
I'm just a little abnormal
I'm different, from people
I'm hated, for it
I'm undesired, by them all
There's only one I believed
and for that she is hurt
She's like my sister, she worries for me
She's there for me
and for that she's in pain, she's hurt by me
For that she is sad,
she's torn apart thinking she might hurt me or I might be mad
While it's all me
This is me and I know it's only just a tad
But it's who I am even if people don't want it
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Why Me
 
Why me
you think of me as the freak I am
you see me not as I see with in
so why do you stand there for
asking the question you've asked many before
I ask these questions thinking your not sincere
but in the end it's not hard to show to me you shall not fear
You hope that in the end you can call me your dear
and hold me tight
where I'm forever in your sight
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Will I
 
I found this person
Kept him close
in the end
got him taken away
 
being torn apart
things are happening
from keeping from the rest
yet it finds a way
 
I'll remember him
I'll wait for him
cuz with every doubt
i hear his voice
that makes me wanna shout
 
to keep him close and fight
he might of went against me
he could of been lying
yet I believe him yet i trust him
 
My body shows me
that I've been worried
cuz when I sleep
it makes me find him
 
will i walk away
till the proper day
even if my plans
comes to the end
 
will i go to another
to find a cover
so I'm not crashing
when I do fall
 
So I'm not hurting
When I'm losing
one of the only men
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that I love
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Wondering
 
Wondering minds
Soaring passed
Being kind
Thinking fast
 
Acting out
to things untold
Trying to shout
To keep from seeming cold
 
Never getting
The things unsaid
Always sitting
Wishing it could  be read
 
Getting lost
looking to be impossible
searching for the cost
To make it all possible
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Words Or Touch
 
The feeling of touch
Sends you into a rush
Making it harder to breath
Harder to see
Making you take the chance
To feel the fear that someone else
Anyone else can take the same
You watch the body language
Hoping that as soon as this leaves
They don't get bored, with text
That there's no boredom, with talk
Making more chance
For something better
To come along
Causing you to wonder
Is it only touch
Or is it also spoken words
Even toughs little actions
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